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Poshmark, a Social Commerce Platform,
Experiences Hyper Growth and Uses
Qubole to Create Value for the Poshmark
Community
Finding the Right Big Data Platform
Poshmark handles huge volumes of data — tracking millions
of users who buy, sell, like, and share fashion items in the
marketplace. From day one, Poshmark wanted to draw real-time
insights from all this activity to better serve their community. But
Barkha Saxena, VP of Data Science & Analytics, recognized that
Poshmark’s existing Amazon Web Services (AWS) Redshift analytics
data warehouse lacked the capacity to ingest all of this highfrequency information. So in 2014, she turned to Qubole to provide
the company’s big data platform.

About Poshmark
Founded in 2011, Poshmark is the leading
social commerce platform for the next
generation of retailers and shoppers. One
in every 30 women in America now sells
on Poshmark, which showcases around 75
million items across 5,000+ brands and has
$100 million worth of inventory uploaded
into the marketplace every week.

Creating Value for Poshmark
Through Data
Qubole has enabled Poshmark to build data extraction and
preparation pipelines that take big data from AWS S3 and make it
available to data scientists and business users via the Qubole user
console, Redshift, and the Looker business insights platform. As a
result, Poshmark is able to use its clickstream user activity data to
empower all parts of the business and enable the best experience
for its community, while keeping pace with rapid growth.

“

We believe that it is our
responsibility to turn our
data into greater value for
our community. Qubole has

Poshmark’s community of five million Seller Stylists is now serving

certainly been a great partner

40 million shoppers.

in helping us achieve this goal.”

Using data accessible through Qubole, Poshmark’s team of over 20

Barkha Saxena

data scientists and engineers develop data pipelines for Redshift
and deliver critical business insights through a variety of data
science initiatives. The team is also responsible for building data
products that create value for Poshmark’s community across all
functions — from growth and marketing to product development
and business operations.

VP of Data Science & Analytics,
Poshmark
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“Qubole connected us with some of their existing clients, and talking to those customers made us feel that this product
and this company will be the right partner on our journey,” according to Saxena. She continues, “Our users give us so
much information through data about what they like and don’t like on the Poshmark platform — we believe that it is our
responsibility to turn that data into greater value for our community. Qubole has certainly been a great partner in
helping us achieve this goal.”

Impact on Business Growth
Before Qubole, Poshmark had built data pipelines that provided
limited user activity data and aggregated metrics through data
extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL) processes from the
production database into Redshift. But these pipelines could only
process a very small set of user activity data due to Redshift’s
limitations, instead of all of the high-frequency social marketplace
activities.

“

Qubole enabled Poshmark to collect, store, and use this critical
data at a granular level. “If it wasn’t for Qubole, we would have
probably been delayed months to a year in embarking on our big
data journey,” Saxena says. “We would have missed all the insights

If it wasn’t for Qubole, we
would have probably been
delayed months to a year in
embarking on our big data
journey.”
Barkha Saxena
VP of Data Science & Analytics,
Poshmark

from the data — insights that have been a strong driver of so many
of our growth strategies.”

Big Data Insights Translate to Customer Value
Poshmark is growing rapidly, but that in turn creates its own data challenges. Being a social commerce platform,
Poshmark has a network effect that means when new users join, they create social connections with other users
by liking, commenting, sharing, making offers, and purchasing. “Hence with every new user that joins, data grows
exponentially,” Saxena said.
Qubole has enabled Poshmark to not only keep pace with this goldmine of data, but also to continue developing
new data products. One key innovation has been Poshmark’s ‘people-matching’ algorithm, which nourishes its online
community by connecting users to ‘style mates’ — other people who closely share their fashion preferences. Through
such innovations, Poshmark looks to further increase engagement of its users who already have Facebook levels of
engagement.
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Looking Ahead
Qubole continues to play a key role in Poshmark’s data strategy.
In the near future, Poshmark wants to better utilize two types of
metadata it collects — images of items listed on the platform, as
well as seller descriptions of these items and user comments on
these items. Poshmark is exploring text mining and image analysis
algorithms to potentially use this data to help its consumers
through a number of initiatives, from listing new items more quickly

“

to improving sales.
The biggest value of Qubole, Saxena indicates, has been partnering

That is our main goal for the
near future — investing a lot
more time and energy and
resources in building data
products that are driven by
machine learning.”

with Poshmark from the very beginning of their data journey. And

Barkha Saxena

today the company is at the stage where they are ready to take

VP of Data Science & Analytics,

the next big step. “We are looking to increase our investment in

Poshmark

machine learning-based data products multifold, and due to our
early partnership with Qubole, we have the data and infrastructure
ready to enable that.”

Business Value of Qubole at Poshmark
Drives core business activity

•

Poshmark uses rich clickstream data through Qubole to guide product advancements that continue to
create further value for the Poshmark community

Big data galvanizes corporate growth and high customer engagement

•

Qubole saved Poshmark up to one year to start transforming big data into creating value for its
community, which is Poshmark’s biggest focus

•

‘People-matching’ machine learning algorithms nourish relationships among Poshmark community

Machine learning algorithms use Qubole to fuel continued innovation

•
•

Poshmark will increase investment in machine learning–based data products “multifold”
Qubole is being used to build data preparation pipelines

About Qubole
Qubole is revolutionizing the way companies activate their data – the process of putting data into active use across their organizations. With Qubole’s
cloud-native big data platform, companies exponentially activate petabytes of data faster, for everyone and any use case, while continuously lowering costs.
Qubole overcomes the challenges of expanding users, use cases, and variety and volume of data while constrained by limited budgets and a global shortage
of big data skills. Qubole offers the only platform that delivers freedom of choice, eliminating legacy lock in – use any engine, any tool, and any cloud to match
your company’s needs. Qubole investors include CRV, Harmony Partners, IVP, Lightspeed Venture Partners, Norwest Venture Partners, and Singtel Innov8.
For more information visit www.qubole.com
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